
 

I D E A B O O K S Architecture & Landscape

C3 372 Small Getaways 

C3 Seoul 2015
ISBN 20925190
$ 25.95* -- Idea Code 15459 

Three distinct themes emerge in this edition: “Small Getaways”, “Buildings for Kids as Educators”,
and “After the Neighborhood’s Days”. The first examines the interaction between microarchitecture
and its environment through diverse leisure projects like Ulik Architekti’s Forest Retreat and The
Tent by a21 Studio. The second offers an insightful overview of how architects are recognising the
changing needs of education and rethinking the role of the school and, in particular, the classroom.
Among the featured projects are a kindergarten in Ribnica and the Camperdown Childcare Centre.
The final section looks at filling the voids left behind by the expansive urban model.

200 p, ills colour & be, 23 x 30 cm, pb, Korean/English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15459/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15459/lookinside/

I D E A B O O K S Architecture & Landscape

Kerb 22: Remotenes 

Melbourne Books Melbourne 2014
ISBN 9781922129499
$ 27.70* -- Idea Code 15486 
author: Various                            

Kerb seeks to set the agenda for designers and landscape architects, establishing a platform for
new ideas and contemporary design theory. Kerb is now featured on university reading lists around
the world.

128 p, ills colour & bw, 21 x 30 cm, pb, English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15486/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15486/lookinside/
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I D E A B O O K S Architecture & Landscape

Dri - Rmit Designs On The Future 2008-2014 

Melbourne Books Melbourne 2014
ISBN 9781922129536
$ 40.25* -- Idea Code 15487 
author: Laetitia Shand E.a.                

Since its inception in 2008, the Design Research Institute (DRI) has sought to build and evolve the
role of design research as ‘a solution finder’ in investigating the challenges of urbanisation, the
way we live, work and play in the present and how we may realise the cities of the future through 
the transdiscipline of often unexpected collaborations.

160 p, ills colour & bw, 21 x 25 cm, hb, English

weblink
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15487/

I D E A B O O K S Architecture & Landscape

GA Houses 143: Newcomers In Japan 

Ada Edita Global Architecture Tokyo 2015
ISBN 9784871400916
$ 32.60* -- Idea Code 15495 
author: Various                            

‘GA Houses’ documents outstanding new residential architecture from all over the world. Included
in each issue also are retrospective looks at residential works of the past which are now considered
epoch-making. With projects by Japanese newcomers Maki Onishi + Yuki Hyakuda, Takashi
Fujino/Ikimono Architects, Satoshi Matsuoka + Yuki Tamura, Shingo Masuda + Katsuhisa Otsubo,
and Koji Aoki.

160 p, ills colour & bw, 23 x 30 cm, pb, Japanese/English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15495/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15495/lookinside/
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I D E A B O O K S Architecture & Landscape

Maarten Van Severen 

Ludion / Graphic Matter Antwerp 2015
ISBN 9789055442805
$ 43.15* -- Idea Code 15502 

Originally published in 2000, this book is considered an intrinsic part of the Belgian furniture
designer’s oeuvre. This new edition, published on the tenth anniversary of Van Severen’s death in
2005, offers a comprehensive overview of his many creations and inspirations through
photomontage, slideshows of images, and an essay by Geert Bekaert. It shows how his ascetic
tables, chairs, lamps, wardrobes, and more – designed for great simplicity and with modern
materials – are synonymous with the feeling of a contemporary life.

258 p, ills colour & bw, 17 x 23 cm, pb, Dutch/French/English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15502/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15502/lookinside/

I D E A B O O K S Art

Extra Extra 5 (nouveau Magazine Erotique) 

Extra Extra Rotterdam 2015
ISBN 22140581
$ 18.55* -- Idea Code 15478 

This issue offers sweltering stories and images from around the world, with the segment ‘Extra
Extra Musings’ on odour and even more interviews and images than before. The contributors scour
the streets of Budapest, Beijing, Berlin, Santiago de Chile, Tokyo, Glasgow and Buenos Aires
looking to reveal their secrets of erotic mystery. With contributions by Lisandro Alonso, Tianzhuo
Chen, Douglas Coupland, Sakiko Nomura, Nikita Shokov, Jansson Stegner, Andi Gáldi Vinkó,
Alejandro Zambra, among others.

176 p, ills colour & bw, 17 x 24 cm, pb, English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15478/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15478/lookinside/
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I D E A B O O K S Art

Ante Timmermans - Drawings (001-806) 

Roma Publications Amsterdam 2015
ISBN 9789491843419
$ 74.15* -- Idea Code 15483 
author: Ante Timmermans                    

Visual artist Ante Timmermans expresses himself through various media, but is primarily seen as a
draftsman. The spontaneity and immediacy of his drawings are important characteristics of his work,
and repetition and routine formed the basis of his early work, which portrays a grey, cheerless world
of routine, order, control, and absurdity. Timmermans often uses associative puns, and his recent
work focuses on the “nonsensical man”, a nod to the directionless period of time where we now find
ourselves. The book presents over 800 drawings from 2002–2015 in strict chronological order,
allowing readers to follow the artist’s flow of thoughts, themes, and interconnections.

856 p, ills colour & bw, 17 x 22 cm, pb, English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15483/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15483/lookinside/

I D E A B O O K S Art

Douglas Coupland - Bit Rot 

Witte De With Rotterdam 2015
ISBN 9789491435423
$ 24.70* -- Idea Code 15504 
author: Douglas Coupland                   

Douglas Coupland’s new book 'Bit Rot', published on the occasion of his exhibition at Witte de With,
combines fictional short stories with columns, and creates a parallel narrative to the exhibition itself.
'Bit Rot' addresses subjects such as the death of the middle class, the rise of the internet and its
impact on our lives, and in short, evinces a shedding of twentieth-century notions of what the future
is and could be. The book is named after a phenomenon in digital archiving that describes the way
digital files of any sort spontaneously decompose.

200 p, ills bw, 15 x 21 cm, pb, English

weblink
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15504/
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I D E A B O O K S Fashion & Textiles

Purple Fashion 24 (incl Book Jeanette Hayes) 

Purple Institute Paris 2015
ISBN 
$ 30.90* -- Idea Code 15479 

Purple Fashion is the avant-garde reference for fashion and style on the biannual fashion magazine
market, with the usual big names. Featuring interviews with Catherine Deneuve, Raymond Pettibon,
Douglas Gordon, a visit to the studio of Miquel Barceló, and articles about Wayne McGregor,
Motoyuki Daifu, and many more. Booklet by painter and multi-media artist Jeanette Hayes.

512 p, ills colour & bw, 23 x 32 cm, pb, English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15479/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15479/lookinside/

I D E A B O O K S Graphic Design & Typograp

Experimental Jetset - Statement And Counter-statement 

Roma Publications Amsterdam 2015
ISBN 9789491843402
$ 30.90* -- Idea Code 15498 

The first publication on the work of Dutch power trio Experimental Jetset features almost two
decades of graphic design praxis. Rather than a monolithic monograph, it is a very loose, personal
archive, with essays by Linda van Deursen, Mark Owens, and Ian Svenonius, plus two photographic
chapters with a selection of work by the studio, covering both printed matter and the documentation
of site-specific pieces and installations. To conclude is a glossary-like anthology of texts (fragments
of interviews, lectures, correspondence, etc.) previously written by Experimental Jetset, selected,
edited, and structured by Jon Sueda.

576 p, ills colour & bw, 11 x 18 cm, pb, English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15498/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15498/lookinside/
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I D E A B O O K S Graphic Design & Typograp

Irma Boom - Ibo 

De Buitenkant Amsterdam 2015
ISBN 9789490913588
$ 49.45* -- Idea Code 15499 

Since 1991, Irma Boom always had one or two assistants working at IBO (Irma Boom Office):
young, budding designers of different nationalities. This publication was initiated by Akiko
Wakabayashi, at IBO since 2013, on the occasion of exhibitions in Japan. Ten former and current
co-workers were asked to put their personal views on the IBO design practice to paper – in their own
words, design, and imagery. Together they present a remarkably intimate portrait of Irma Boom and
her philosophy on work and design.

360 p, ills colour & bw, 15 x 21 cm, pb, Japanese/English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15499/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15499/lookinside/

I D E A B O O K S Photography

Sibylle Eimermacher - Stone Foldings 

Oscar Lourens Book Production Arnhem 2015
ISBN 9789491609077
$ 21.00* -- Idea Code 15464 

The publication Stone Foldings is based on a series of 41 piezoprints by Sibylle Eimermacher. The
project is an investigation of the surfaces of nine types of Norwegian rocks through representation in
the radically different medium of paper. The publication shows a selection of real-size images, an
index of the complete series and photographs of quarries, where the rocks have their origin. Art
historian Inger Marie Hahn Møller contributed with a tekst about the project.

24 p, ills colour & bw, 23 x 32 cm, pb, no text

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15464/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15464/lookinside/
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I D E A B O O K S Photography

Yuji Hamada - C M Y 

Fw: Books Amsterdam 2015
ISBN 9789490119355
$ 34.00* -- Idea Code 15473 

The romantic notion of nature is a constructed reality, projected by man. Yuji Hamada investigates
these contstructions. In his first (and celebrated) book 'Photograph' Hamada seeks to give form to
light. In the book 'C M Y' Hamada explores the images of landscapes which surrounds us in our
daily live, and influence our perspective on the landscape as we (want to) see it. Hamada
deconstructs the images through a photographic process, and later constructs new images through
a printing process. The book is made in close collaboration with graphic designer Hans Gremmen.
Together they found new ways to print colour images, in order to create a new constructed reality.

64 p, ills colour, 25 x 31 cm, pb, English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15473/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15473/lookinside/

I D E A B O O K S Photography

Andre Thijssen - Ams 

Fringe Phenomena Amsterdam 2015
ISBN 9789082391701
$ 36.95* -- Idea Code 15477 

In this photobook, Dutch photographer André Thijssen presents 110 full-page peripheral visions of
the city of Amsterdam. Seen sideways, from the corner of the artist’s eye, the city is brimming with
seemingly insignificant situations, accidental juxtapositions, and interventions that are either made
by chance or purposefully by its inhabitants. Described as “pencil sharpeners for the eyes”, the
images therefore become intriguing, mysterious, and compellingly obscure, with nothing more than
the postal codes given as reference to the pictured locations. Part of the book’s content was
published as a weekly column in the Dutch newspaper ‘Het Parool’ in 2014–2015.

224 p, ills colour & bw, 25 x 32 cm, pb, Dutch/English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15477/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15477/lookinside/
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I D E A B O O K S Photography

Erik Van Der Weijde - Pomerode 

4478zine Rosmalen 2015
ISBN 9789491047077
$ 32.15* -- Idea Code 15493 

For this photobook, Erik van der Weijde travelled to Pomerode, a municipality in the state of Santa
Catarina, in southern Brazil. The settlement was founded by Pomeranian Germans in 1861, and is
known as the most German city in Brazil, as the majority of its inhabitants are of German descent. In
Pomerode, as in some other localities in southern Brazil, the German language is not considered a
foreign language, but a Brazilian linguistic regionalism. Van der Weijde is therefore able to blend
together several of his recurring themes, such as German history, architecture, and contemporary
Brazil, in this series of images.

60 p, ills colour & bw, 25 x 17 cm, hb, German/Portuguese/English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15493/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15493/lookinside/

I D E A B O O K S Photography

Subway 5 

4478zine Rosmalen 2015
ISBN 
$ 7.70* -- Idea Code 15494 
author: Erik Van Der Weijde Ed.            

‘Subway’ is an artist’s magazine by Erik van der Weijde and his imprint, 4478zine. Much of its
content comes from eBay and Wikipedia, but works by contemporary artists are also featured. The
magazine focuses on a fresh mix of art, photography, poetry, facts and fun. This fifth issue includes
work by Miroslav Tichy, Clara Canepa, Jürg Lehni and Wiissa.

30 p, ills colour & bw, 17 x 24 cm, pb, English

weblink look inside:
http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15494/ http://ideaweb2.ideabooks.nl/ideacode/15494/lookinside/
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